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  When founders, limited partners, and investors ask us which companies exemplify Tribe’s 
culture, process, and decision-making towards successful outcomes, we point to three 
companies: Facebook, Slack, and Carta. These companies track our trajectory from operators 
to investors culminating in our partnership with Carta, where we’ve doubled, tripled and 
quadrupled down on our initial investment. This article explains why at Tribe we say, “We make 
N-of-1 companies.”  
 
Our early careers were spent at Facebook and within the social web ecosystem when it was just 
getting started. During that time, we led the discovery of new approaches and frameworks to 
utilize data for informing critical decisions throughout the lifecycle of a product, from the 
earliest stages of growth through IPO and beyond. As we transitioned into becoming investors, 
we evolved our frameworks to help identify and recognize product-market fit early in the life 
cycles of startups. 
 
Our frameworks led us to fund Slack and other category defining companies in the early stages 
of product-market fit. Since then, we have developed concepts such as “Atomic Units” and 
“N-of-1” to describe core ideas that aid us as partners for founders seeking to create big 
impactful companies. 
 
With Carta, we are seeing the emergence of another generational company in a similar mold to 
Facebook and Slack. In Carta’s first act, the company has transformed from a service provider 
of cap table management to critical infrastructure focused on the atomic unit of equity. The 
company’s execution in the first act gives us conviction in the team and the coming second act.  
 
We believe Carta will emerge as a central utility for the financial and technology industries 
around which large swathes of economic activity will orbit.  
 
At Tribe, we have partnered with Carta to attack this audacious vision and create a generation 
defining N-of-1 company. 

 
As longtime participants, observers and investors in technology companies, we spend a 
disproportionate amount of our time thinking about how large companies come into existence. Our 
thinking rests in part on our ability to recognize product-market fit using a variety of quantitative 
approaches. We’ve written about them extensively. While the approach we take to product-market fit 
is a keystone of our investing philosophy, it is a means to an end. 
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Our primary goal is to help create massive, generation-defining companies. 
 
Amongst the Tribe team, we refer to this broader goal as trying to find “N-of-1” companies, with 
language that we had originally started using while working together at our prior firm. We have 
subsequently evolved our thinking. This concept is now the centerpiece of our philosophy at Tribe. 
 
The phrase “N-of-1” has multiple meanings for us. It refers to companies or products that are capable 
of becoming much larger than what people expect early on. Their level of product-market fit is so 
strong that it carries the business through successive orders of magnitude of scale in ways that would 
have been unthinkable when they were getting started. 
 
A nascent example was Uber in 2014, where on one side Aswath Damodaran, a finance professor at 
NYU, used a value-driven approach to argue that Uber was overvalued in this post. Bill Gurley made 
the counter-argument in this post by focusing on TAM and how markets will transform and emerge. 
Since going public in mid-2019 the markets have valued Uber between $40B and $78B suggesting that 
$17B was, in retrospect, not such a bad price. Looking back, Uber laid the foundation for a network of 
“gig workers,” and satellite markets continue to materialize around that concept. This example 
emphasizes how thinking about the status quo misses the point and fails to capture how N-of-1 
companies terraform new markets and possibilities. Recognizing what is possible and why those 
possibilities orient around the N-of-1 company is key to understanding the opportunity before it is too 
late. 
 
In the largest cases — Facebook, Google, and Amazon — network effects have emerged as a primary 
phenomena that amplify product-market fit across multiple stages of scale. While we do not believe 
that explicit network effects are necessarily the only way to create huge outcomes (e.g., Intuit) they 
are clearly quite helpful. Network effects have remained key to the paradigm of creating huge 
outcomes so far in the 21st century. These companies are not merely “1-of-N” similar companies but 
are rather companies that stand alone in their respective sectors as “N-of-1”.  
 
What does it take to make an N-of-1 outcome? 
 
N-of-1 opportunities are incredibly rare. 
 
Even with our combined history we have only witnessed a handful of such opportunities across many 
years of operating and investing. N-of-1 companies are often well known but it is the scope and 
potential scale of these opportunities that are misunderstood even when they are already sizable 
businesses. 
 
The adage “past performance is not indicative of future results” couldn’t be more true in these cases. 
These companies break pre-existing frameworks for determining what success could look like in their 
respective sectors. By definition, they are difficult to understand and harder still to identify. 
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Through our experiences and observations, we have identified three key ingredients that need to exist 
in order to propel a company from merely being successful to potentially becoming a N-of-1 company. 
 

1. Emergence of a new atomic unit of value — Every era has a raw “resource” (oil, idle cars/gig 
workers, friend graph, etc.) that when captured, catalyzes an immense wave of innovation 
within a sector. These are obvious and highly contested in hindsight but are largely 
non-obvious to incumbents at the time of discovery. Commentators often dismiss the initial 
market as “too small”. N-of-1 companies recognize this reorientation early and effectively 
build technology products that take advantage of external macro trends to capture an early 
foothold in acquiring the newly discovered unit of value. 

2. Capture of this atomic unit of value — N-of-1 companies are able to translate their early 
foothold into a dominant position to acquire the newly viable atomic unit as fast as possible. 
Dominance over the atomic unit enables these companies to build category-defining 
businesses around the resource thus cementing their position for the long term. As a result, 
incumbents and newcomers quickly face uncrossable moats in their attempts to compete 
with the N-of-1 firm. 

3. Transformation into a central utility — With dominance and control of the atomic unit, N-of-1 
companies are able to rapidly extend their family of products. Once these companies create 
scarcity of the atomic unit, adjacent economic activity refactors around the companies 
leading to broader market disruption. An ecosystem starts to emerge because other 
companies of different types start to rely on each N-of-1 company for their own survival. The 
N-of-1 companies become immovable central fixtures — utilities. In doing so, N-of-1 
companies transform from merely services to central utilities that power entire ecosystems. 

 
Let’s investigate one of the largest historical examples with this framework in mind 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

In the early days of the consumer web circa-2004, the dominant unit of value was pageviews.  
 
Pageviews were known to be an unreliable metric but, nonetheless, the metric was widely used by 
existing websites, social networks, and advertisers. While the majority of the market was focused on 
pageviews, Facebook was building and concentrating on their social graph.  
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The recasting of social networks in terms of a graph with edges and nodes would have seemed 
abstruse to other companies of that era. Existing social identities and graphs on the early web were 
either distributed (email) or fragmented and niche (e.g., ICQ, Yahoo groups, web forums,) carrying 
with them little immediately extractable value outside of being a target for spam.  
 
Pageviews meant CPMs which meant revenue, and that was the future. 
 
Yet Facebook took the contrarian view, architecting both their technology and product philosophy 
around growing the underlying networked graph of users and friend edges between them. Their 
timing was just barely right. The adoption of the Internet for young people was growing very quickly in 
the early 2000s and a cohort of young people was simultaneously experiencing a massive increase in 
Internet usage. All of this was happening during the cohort’s early college years, a notoriously 
significant time for the creation of life-long social identity and bonds. This mix of external factors was 
just right for Facebook and they managed to take advantage of it. 
 
Pageviews remained the dominant unit of value in the public through the mid-2000s. The market’s 
view on valuation reflected this thinking (see here for example). In that era, the market didn’t 
appreciate that economic activity was refactoring itself around Facebook. They instead focused on 
the fact that Facebook was not yet dominant in regards to pageviews and revenue in the late 2000s. 
 
To take just one data point, at the time Facebook was only a small contributor of referral traffic to 
major news outlets. However, some basic modeling showed that if trends were to continue Facebook 
would eventually be in the position to completely dominate the entire news ecosystem. As it was 
playing out in the news ecosystem, similar things were occurring in mobile app development, sports, 
and also the broader advertising ecosystem. 
 
Today, economic activity has concentrated around Facebook to such a high degree that it is taken as a 
given that Facebook effectively excises “tax” on a large swath of companies that depend on the 
platform to survive and succeed. As such they have transitioned from merely a social network to a true 
utility around which orbits a vast amount of economic activity. 
 
Facebook of the late 2000s had all the ingredients in our framework to become an N-of-1 company 
and the last decade has demonstrated that ascension. 
 
This sounds obvious in retrospect but it was far from obvious in 2009 when they were being valued at 
$10B with a couple of hundred million users, making only a fraction of the revenue of MySpace and 
with a very unfavorable macro environment only a few months after the collapse of Lehman Brothers. 
People thought Facebook was overvalued back then but they underestimated the scope and scale 
that would become available and addressable to Facebook as they achieved dominance over their 
atomic unit of value. 
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Carta, an N-of-1 catalyst and emerging utility 
 
 

 
 
 
For many of us at Tribe, our first exposure to Carta was as users through our investment and advisory 
activities throughout 2013 and 2014. 
 
Called eShares at the time, the ability to simply view equity holdings in early stage companies in a 
structured, standardized manner was an elegant step up from “lawyers with spreadsheets”. It was a 
great product, but the market seemed small and niche. It wasn’t until we had a formal look at Carta in 
2016, just after their series B, that we started to understand the true scope and scale of the 
opportunity that Carta was uncovering. At the surface, their primary product was still cap table 
management. Carta’s 409a business unit had just started. Pricing was crude, and synergy between 
their products was non-existent. But Henry had a vision, articulated rather elegantly in his Series A 
pitch in this slide. 
 

 
A slide from Carta’s series A deck in 2015 by Henry Ward, Carta CEO 
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The insight is simple. Carta’s cap table and 409a businesses were merely a wedge to get at something 
larger. What they were really doing was accumulating the underlying atomic unit by becoming the 
system-of-record for asset ownership. The dominance of that system-of-record would enable Carta’s 
entry into a much wider scope of businesses and a much larger scale of opportunity. The traditional 
assessment framework of a business such as early eShares was to look at it in isolation comparing the 
business to companies such as Solium and concluding that the TAM was roughly $1B in revenue. We 
were at Social Capital at the time and took a contrarian view along with Menlo Ventures, ultimately 
co-leading the Series C at a $320M post-money valuation. 
 
Through every subsequent round, the story has effectively repeated itself with sentiment divided 
starkly into two camps. 
 
On one side are those that acknowledge Carta’s previous success at each milestone but consider the 
potential of their existing and future businesses in isolation. On the other side are those that see the 
businesses as simple interfaces that could reach immense scale as they benefit from the underlying 
system of record. 
 
In late 2018, Carta was raising their Series D with the goal of building out investor services. At the time 
there was skepticism about Carta’s ability to service LLCs, venture funds, hedge funds, and PE firms. 
Fast forward a mere 24 months after raising their Series D at $800M post, and Carta has now built the 
fastest growing fund admin business in history. In mid 2019, Carta was raising their Series E with the 
goal of scaling the cap table and fund admin businesses while laying the groundwork for the exchange 
business. Eight months after raising the Series E at $1.7B post, we now have even more conviction that 
we have only witnessed the beginning of Carta’s journey. 
 
How is this possible and where does this lead? 
 
Equity is the atomic unit powering the entire stack of entrepreneurship 
 
While equity and entrepreneurship are not new per-se, widespread equity among employees along 
with the ability for businesses to reach extreme scale on short timeframes is fairly recent.  
 
Widespread distribution of Restricted Stock Units beyond senior executives began in the early 2000s 
(reference). The importance of this practice becoming widely adopted cannot be overstated. Prior to 
this, extremely high-skilled individuals creating value that could be scaled globally with technology 
did not have a way of benefiting commensurately from their ingenuity and impact. Without equity, it’s 
not possible to align incentives in a way that is attractive to highly skilled employees relative to other 
employment. Widely-owned equity is the mechanism by which entrepreneurship spreads from just 
the founder to the entire team of employees who devote substantial portions of their working life 
towards building something whose rewards they can take part in. 
 
It is the contribution of those skills across the employee base of all venture backed startups which 
enables them to create the enormous economic impact that has occurred in the past 20-30 years. 
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Pre-modern entrepreneurship involved only the founder whereas modern entrepreneurship brings 
large swathes of employees into the fold. 
 
The rise of venture capital as an asset class was a critical component behind this innovation. Early 
venture capital involved investors buying very large fractions of early stage companies at remarkably 
low valuations by today’s standards. This early ecosystem featured Marx at his best with Capital 
flexing itself in an adversarial nature against Labor, with founders retaining some ownership and 
leaving employees with a pittance. The evolution of venture capital in the past 30 years has seen the 
emergence of a significantly more aligned model of venture capital with investors seeking to become 
partners of the company rather than merely owners. 
 
It is within this sweep of history that equity has gone from merely indicating ownership by Capital to 
become the core tool to incentivize and mobilize highly skilled talent to embark on audacious 
projects. The recognition of the subtly evolving role of equity leads us to recognize equity itself as 
the atomic unit of value that fuels modern entrepreneurship. 
 
When viewed through the macro lens, it is well known that the growth in value which has been created 
in tech companies since the great financial crisis has been almost entirely in the private markets. This 
trend has two well documented underlying forces. 
 
On the company side, being public is more onerous and daunting than at any point in history with the 
combination of ever expanding regulations and ever more diffuse objectives being pursued by the 
broad public markets. Staying private is often a better model of ownership for company building as it 
allows management and owners to be committed and aligned towards building and investing for the 
long term. 
 
On the capital side, large scale investors have witnessed the incredible speed and scale of value 
creation that occurred with the tech behemoths since the dotcom bust and they are ever more willing 
to invest in these late-stage, pre-IPO firms, trading liquidity for large, asymmetric potential 
investment gains.  
 
Today, widespread employee equity ownership is a necessary but insufficient catalyst for the kind of 
value creation entrepreneurial firms have seen in the past few years. Employees need some way to 
actually realize the value of their equity, creating a requirement for liquidity. In the early 2000’s, 
liquidity typically came in the form of an IPO within five years. This worked well in some cases but in 
recent times long liquidity horizons have generated employee fatigue and limited employee mobility. 
This trend has made it harder for entrepreneurial firms to hire highly-skilled, highly-mobile talent 
when pitted against the largest technology players. Early liquidity would provide a release valve, but 
the legacy ecosystem provides few options and those few that exist are bespoke and expensive. 
 
This is the challenge and opportunity of our era. As companies stay private longer, the continued 
stress on liquidity translates to continued stress on modern entrepreneurship. Incentives surrounding 
equity have become perverse, with employees and shareholders beholden to a timeline so 
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indeterminate that it begins to break the notion of incentive alignment that was originally achieved 
with widely owned equity. 
 
This is Carta’s insight: the achievement of a dominant system-of-record for this atomic unit of equity 
has the potential to unlock liquidity in the private markets and thus catalyze global growth and 
innovation for the next 20-30 years. 
 
In the process of doing so, Carta evolves from merely a service into a core utility powering all of 
entrepreneurship. 
 
Carta has completely dominated the capture of this atomic unit 
 
The existing ecosystem is ill-equipped to address the challenges facing modern entrepreneurship. 
 
While Carta’s vision early on entailed the creation of the dominant system-of-record, it was by no 
means a foregone conclusion that they would be able to achieve this milestone on the path to an 
N-of-1 outcome. The path to achieving that dominance rested on developing a product strategy that 
would achieve a very high level of product-market fit within reasonable constraints of capital and time 
investment. 
 
The strategy that emerged involved the interplay between cap tables, 409a and investor services.  
 
By creating just the right on-ramps into the product at critical times in the equity management 
lifecycle, Carta was able to gain a strong foothold in the cap table management business. All 
companies need 409a services regularly and Carta found a way to offer that service in conjunction 
with a sales motion that could upsell into cap table management and vice-versa. 
 
The interaction between cap table services and 409a services described above created a pattern of 
product-market fit that was quite strong and recognizable to a trained observer as a sustainable and 
healthy dynamic. The next step was in recognizing and amplifying a network effect that was emerging 
between companies and investors. 
 
In roughly 2016 we started hearing about investors including a clause in term sheets to startups 
requiring them to use Carta for cap table management. This suggests a network effect between 
investors and founders by which increasing network scale and density drives ever lower barriers to 
adoption for the incremental node in the network. To capitalize and amplify this pattern, Carta 
introduced the investor services line of business. This set of products enables funds to completely 
administer the back office aspects of fund management through Carta. 
 
The network effect is effectively articulated in this diagram which shows the interaction between 
companies, investors and underlying employees as the graph of ownership grows. 
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Carta launched the fund administration business in 2017 and adoption has exploded out the gate. It is 
currently growing at 2.7x year over year with negligible churn. 
 
It has become the fastest growing fund administration business in history. 
 
Without Carta’s central registry and associated 
participants, this would have been difficult if not 
impossible to accomplish. However, the strength of 
the underlying system of record shows itself very 
clearly in the go-to-market strategy for fund admin. 
Consider the sales motion for fund admin. The vast 
majority of fund admin leads involve funds whose 
underlying portfolio company equity is already 
managed by Carta. For some explicit evidence, 
investors with 11-50 portfolio companies on Carta are 
21x more likely to pay for Fund Admin as investors 
with 2-10 portfolio companies on Carta. 
 
If we extrapolate this pattern of growth over the next 
few years as Carta’s system of record grows to 
capture all US backed venture along with a significant 
portion of LLCs and other pass through entities, we 
see that a future fund administrator will be faced with 
a clear choice: Use Carta for fund administration and 
have instant look-through into their portfolio 
company equity positions, or use some other 
administrator and forego this instant integration. 
 
To give a sense of the scale of dominance that has been achieved, by our estimate, Carta holds the 
ownership graph of 35% of all venture backed businesses. Framed as equity value, they have over $1 
trillion USD in total equity value managed on their platform today. 
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No company, bank, service provider or government entity in the world apart from Carta can claim this 
level of visibility into venture backed companies. 
 

 
 

A slide from Carta’s Series E deck. Our own internal analysis during the series E concluded Carta would take two years to reach $1T 
and four years to reach $2T. It took one year for Carta to reach $1T, half the time in the original projection. 

 
 
Some believe Carta has saturated their market. We believe that the opposite is true; Carta has realized 
merely a fraction of its potential.  
 
As Carta took share in the cap table management segment, they simultaneously built the necessary 
foundation required to become the critical infrastructure for the atomic unit of value. To give a sense 
of the density of this foundation, in the span of the past four years since 2016, the average number of 
securities managed by institutional VCs on Carta has grown from 10 to nearly 25 today. The network is 
becoming denser, and therefore more valuable, presenting ever more available and achievable 
adjacent opportunities. By any measure, this is historically unprecedented. 
 
The concentration of equity in Carta’s centralized registry has already attracted a large ecosystem of 
participants, and with it a unique competitive advantage. There are over 15,000 companies on Carta, 
and 1M stakeholders (entities that own equity on Carta) interconnected with the $1T USD in equity 
on the platform. Every investor, company and employee brings more entrenched participants in, 
more equity, and more opportunities for Carta to extend its reach across a family of products. 
 
The network effect that is driving Carta is very formidable and it’s worth noting how difficult it would 
be to compete with Carta at this point. As Carta launches new business lines, each one is designed to 
continue adding value to the core central registry and as that registry grows and solidifies it becomes 
ever harder to assail. In the pre-Carta era, a founder would choose from a variety of potential service 
providers for cap table management. In the Carta era, there is a network of investors that drives the 
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decision towards the obvious choice. Similar effects are starting to show themselves on the investor 
services side. Carta has turned the decision of service providers from a series of isolated decisions into 
a single decision strongly influenced by the network and has thus heavily tilted the scales in their 
favor for all future decision makers. 
 
For these reasons, at this point, we believe it is nearly impossible for Carta’s central registry of 
ownership to be replicated, and thus their position in cap table management, fund administration, 
and by extension future opportunities that emerge as a product of the central registry to be assailed. 
 
The stage is set for Carta to evolve into a core utility powering the next generation of 
modern entrepreneurship 
 
Recall our previous insight — the achievement of a dominant system-of-record for this atomic unit of 
equity has the potential to unlock liquidity in the private markets and thus catalyze global growth and 
innovation for the next 20-30 years. We believe Carta is the first company to have achieved the 
concentration necessary to successfully tackle this opportunity. 
 
In the next 12 months or so Carta aims to launch CartaX, the first issuer sanctioned platform for the 
buying and selling of private company shares at scale. As we established earlier, there is a dire need to 
offer regular liquidity in the private markets to propel entrepreneurship. To put a number on the gap 
in liquidity that has emerged as companies stay private longer, consider the following.  
 
About 2x as much primary capital is raised in private markets than in public markets. However trading 
volumes are fully 330x higher in the public markets, demonstrating an enormous gap in liquidity 
between the private and public markets. 
 

 
 
This imbalance is reasonably well known and secondary stock transactions have a long history in tech 
involving an entire ecosystem of legacy players going back to the 90s including companies like 
Tradepoint and Second Market (now Nasdaq Private Markets) along with a whole swath of bankers 
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and private brokers who manage bilateral transactions and company sponsored tender offers. This 
gap continues to exist because these attempts have largely failed. They failed because they did not 
give founders and existing investors the level of visibility and control that they view as essential for 
their ownership and governance needs. 
 
This is a product of the complexity of secondary transactions. Existing shares have an entire raft of 
complex terms including ROFRs, transfer agreements, and restrictions on downstream ownership 
entities amongst others. As a result, every secondary transaction is a bespoke, costly and 
resource-intensive challenge typically reserved for special cases such as founders or key execs. 
Companies often have very little control over these transactions, broker dealers often solicit 
employees without the company’s permission, transparency is disincentivized, and the majority of 
employees and investors miss out. Liquidity remains elusive. While these transactions do serve a niche 
purpose, they are a huge headache for everyone in their current incarnation. 
 
That said, the network of bankers and brokers exists for a reason — they transmit trust and identity 
between the buy and sell sides. This is where Carta’s dominance of the atomic unit of equity shines. 
With full knowledge of every single share, investor and all legal stipulations surrounding the equity 
and company, CartaX will be the first secondary platform to confer that trust through technology, and 
do so at scale. 
 
Auctions become a predictable turn-key event, with two major features that were previously nearly 
impossible to implement. Firstly, auctions can be, for the first time, fully issuer-sanctioned. The issuer 
(i.e. company) can exercise controls on the auction configuration, ensuring that the issuer’s interests 
remain intact. Secondly, upon the issuer’s election, the auctions can be accessible by any institutional 
investor on the buy side and anyone on the cap table on the sell side. This was previously theoretically 
possible but infeasible due to no single entity being able to contact all possible parties in any 
reasonable fashion. 
 
In this new world, private companies can effortlessly run controlled auctions as frequently as they 
choose, giving them a much needed lever to keep incentives aligned with all their shareholders, while 
maintaining the benefits of remaining private. 
 
We believe this is a game changer for the companies that use it and the people surrounding those 
companies. 
 
For companies it gives their equity extra implicit value with which they can better attract, incentivize 
and retain both talent and capital. For investors it gives a new broader path to access the returns 
available in the private markets. Carta has already begun supporting this capability through it’s 
existing transfer capabilities supporting >$1B in notional tender volume growing 1.9x year over year as 
of early 2020. We view this signal as an early indicator of product-market fit for CartaX and it appears 
far stronger than that of incumbents in the space. 
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We expect the resulting behavioral shift across startups to be substantial when CartaX launches 
widely. 
 
To prepare ourselves at Tribe, we’ve invested heavily for the last year in research that explores how 
this affects our capital allocation strategies, and how to best position our portfolio companies to 
leverage CartaX in their own operations. We expect the greater venture ecosystem to follow as a 
gradient of liquidity becomes the norm in the private markets and CartaX becomes a critical 
component for any startup's success. 
 
This opportunity represents the start of the next chapter for Carta. Already considered critical for 
venture backed private companies and funds, with the introduction of CartaX, Carta will capture the 
full equity management stack, spanning from issuance at the earliest stages to generating liquidity at 
later stages. Furthermore, Carta has developed a proven playbook and network that could be 
leveraged to deploy this into any asset market. 
 
This provides a line of sight to all privately held asset classes and surrounding participants. 
 
Carta is already expanding into these adjacent markets, and in a conservative interpretation of their 
market, Carta has the potential to serve as a core utility and source of liquidity for the entire 
fractionally owned private asset ecosystem including the venture, buyout and REIT markets, both 
domestically and internationally in liquidity locked regions. Those three markets represent over $2T 
of annual investment flows. 
 
It should be noted that this revenue opportunity isn’t merely addressable but is likely serviceable. The 
dynamics of growth and product-market fit for Carta are such that in the next few years they have a 
good chance of being the sole system of record for ownership of all private assets. It is the first 
example we have seen of a B2B fintech company that exhibits true network effects and has all the 
hallmarks of being an N-of-1 company. 
 
This logic leads us to the belief that the revenue opportunity from the current state isn’t 2-3x but 
rather is at least 10x if not 20-50x.  
 
More importantly, as believers in entrepreneurship, we’re passionate about working with Carta to 
usher in the next chapter of modern entrepreneurship through empowering incentive alignment and 
liquidity for private markets across the world.  
 
While we can’t possibly fathom the full extent of the impact this shift will have, we believe it is 
inevitable, and we are proud to be standing by Carta’s side as the future unfolds. 
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FAQ 
 
What does “Network Effect” mean to us? 
 
Loosely, a network effect happens when additional participants on a connected platform make that 
platform more valuable. The most canonical example of a network effect is the telephone, where 
increasing the number of users, increases the potential to connect to others, enhancing that 
network’s value (e.g., the ability to contact 100 acquaintances is far more compelling than the ability 
to contact 5). The telephone is a so-called “one-sided” network effect where every participant in the 
platform plays a similar role. 
 
Network effects can also be “multi-sided” (two-sided, three-sided, …), with many distinct network 
participants that derive different types of value from the network. For example, a two-sided network 
effect is Microsoft Windows, where “consumers” (the first type of participant) and “developers” (the 
second type of participant) each derive more value from Microsoft’s operating system the more the 
other type of participant there is. If there are many consumers, developers have a large audience for 
their software. If there are more developers, consumers have a vibrant array of productivity tools, 
games, hardware support, etc. to choose from. As we’ll explain below, we believe Carta has a 
two-sided network effect. 
 
Network effects excavate broad moats. Users receive ever-increasing value as more users join, 
creating a virtuous cycle that deeply entrenches a product. These networks, upon reaching critical 
mass (the point at which an incremental user on the network always derives more value there than 
anywhere else), become virtually impossible to dislodge without a fundamental change to the 
landscape or consumer. 
 
Ultimately, network effects (a) transform industries, (b) deliver incredible value to customers, often in 
tandem with a change in user behavior and (c) create N-of-1 companies where the network platforms 
(Bell, Microsoft, Google, Amazon, Slack, Carta, ...) are richly rewarded for changing the future. 
 
Can you elaborate on what evidence of a Network Effect looks like for Carta?  
 
Carta has a two-sided network: companies and shareholders. Shareholders are either investors or 
employees, and while their behavior is slightly different, fundamentally the way they engage Carta is 
similar in that Carta facilitates their equity stakes. 
 
The network effect works as follows (so far … as Carta builds out it will strengthen and evolve): 
 

1. Companies drive investor adoption. The more Carta Securities accepted from a company (i.e. 
the more companies an investor has that use Carta), the more likely that investor is to convert 
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to a fund admin customer. This was observed in Carta’s raw ownership graph. New features 
for Investors include instantly known IRR. 

2. Investor adoption unlocks new product possibilities in a newly forming ecosystem. Once 
investor adoption ramps, the two sides of the network can interact on the platform in a new 
ecosystem. While still nascent due to Fund Admin’s being under 2 years old in its more recent 
iteration, as more investors manage their holdings through Carta, new product features 
become available that were previously impossible. The clear line-of-sight here is CartaX, an 
entirely new pool of private market liquidity (discussed extensively elsewhere in this 
document). 

3. Financial experts and decision makers accelerate the virtuous cycle. Financial experts, who 
make up many of the point-people using Carta and the decision makers for startup and fund 
financial matters, are some of Carta’s biggest advocates as evidenced by product adoption as 
observed in Carta’s referral networks. 

As more companies join Carta, the gravity to join Carta grows for investors, both because their 
portfolio is all issuing Carta securities and because, in the future, new types of liquidity and 
transactions will emerge on the platform. For companies, the value of issuing through Carta will 
integrate into this ecosystem of liquidity and investors, on top of all the conveniences and innovation 
they experience from Carta’s traditional cap table management. The real market opportunity is not 
in getting startups to pay for Cap Table management, it’s the ecosystem that emerges from the 
initial seed of a critical mass of equity on Carta’s platform. 
 
The surprising aspect of (3) is that one would naively think this group would oppose Carta, doesn’t it 
replace them? The answer is no, and this is one of the signals of a Network Effect and an N-of-1 
company: the realignment of an industry around a newly captured atomic unit. 
 
Within Cap Table alone, there wouldn’t be a significant network effect given the 2-sided nature of the 
network: technology can make the product more convenient and efficient, but it would not 
step-function the product features (though perhaps the product cost structure). The network effect 
will start to shine when new products or features previously impossible come to fruition. But the 
simplest evidence consistent with a network effect usually comes from a business performing in ways 
that confounded even bullish investors. 
 
CartaX hasn’t launched yet, but these network effects can be expressed and observed using existing 
engagement metrics as proxies. This is what we saw in Carta’s Fund Admin. Carta had experimented 
with Fund Administration for years, but in April 2018 Carta made a committed iteration on the product 
(see “What are Carta’s core Cap Table and Fund Administration products?” FAQ for more details) and 
begun a moderate effort to grow that business line. What happened was indeed confounding: before 
even any level of refinement on UX and sales motion, the business became the fastest growing fund 
administration business in history by an unbelievable margin (as discussed in the main text). It’s hard 
to say exactly why that happened, but we can give some color with an example. With VCs already 
holding securities issued by Carta for their portfolio companies on Carta, when a funding round 
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happens their portfolio valuations are instantly updated. That was impossible before Carta, and was 
just one expression of Carta’s network effect into a previously impossible product feature. 
 
Fund Administration was a step function in an existing market, but their capture of the atomic unit of 
value in entrepreneurship and the associated network effect could enable them to construct a new 
market and ecosystem centered around this network: liquidity. 
 
What is 409a? 
 
The IRS instituted protections against equity loopholes in the mid-late 2000’s through “section 409a” 
which constitutes a series of frameworks and standards to value shares of equity in a private 
company. A key piece of this framework is the role independent parties play in determining that 
valuation: if an independent party conducts the valuation it is considered more reasonable by the IRS 
as that party is less likely to have significant conflicts of interest in determining share prices. In this 
case, valuation is said to have “safe harbor” (meaning the IRS considers it reasonable unless it’s 
“grossly unreasonable”). 
 
A company can’t offer equity without knowing how much a share is worth: if the valuation is incorrect 
or questionable at the time equity is granted, the IRS can assess taxes and associated tax penalties on 
that equity. This is an especially pertinent risk for early-stage startups that don’t have liquidity for the 
equity offered: if the fair market value is assessed to be higher than the value when equity is granted, 
the difference is taxable and, because of liquidity constraints, the shares can't be sold to cover the bill. 
Hence before a company can offer equity, it behooves the company to have their 409a’s filed 
according to industry standards. 
 
Further, 409a’s need to be current: they need to be updated after a material event (such as a round of 
financing) and at least once every 12 months.  
 
While there are many resources available that discuss 409a’s, Carta’s blog (link) is actually one of the 
best out there for more information on the history and context of section 409a. 
 
What are Carta’s core Cap Table and Fund Administration products? What opportunities 
are immediately adjacent? 
 
Answering this question benefits from the context of Carta’s journey and the problems they were 
solving on the way. Carta has stuck to their initial vision of the market since their Series A in 2014 to 
capture the service of equity and ownership in private markets. They began by becoming the first 
SEC-registered electronic transfer agent for the private markets, allowing them to issue electronic 
shares, debt and derivatives. One remarkable observation is that Henry Ward and the early Carta (then 
called “eShares” for electronic shares) team had the vision early-on to rally around private markets 
equity, and ruthlessly stuck to it for years as it continues to be the unifying thread of their broader 
strategy. 
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They were then able to automate the approval and compliance of equity and option grants while also 
starting to build what today is the largest equity ownership graph in the private markets by orders of 
magnitude. The model was originally highly transactional, charging for cap table management and 
409a filings. But later, as they leveraged technology to bring down costs to file, Carta bundled 409a for 
free with their Cap Table management products for which they charged subscriptions. It’s easy to miss 
the elegance of this move: Carta took 2 headaches for founders, managing their shareholders’ equity 
and staying in compliance with the IRS, and made one of them automatic and free (409a) and making 
cap table management automated, convenient and (effectively) amortized (useful for founders with 
possible cash flow crunches). 
 
In the meantime, Carta was experimenting with fund administration, which are an equivalent suite of 
products for investors (who could be VCs, PE, LPs, and so on). Many investors started creating 
accounts on Carta to accept the electronic securities Carta was issuing on their portfolio’s behalf. 
Originally this was largely bespoke, and much like the status quo of how investors managed their 
holdings. As Carta started reaching critical mass in their cap table line, they rolled out a new, 
consistent product experience for Fund Administrators circa April 2018, replacing the hairball of excel 
spreadsheets and loose documents with a new interface for an investor’s “source of truth:” instantly 
up-to-date valuations, cap tables, equity holdings and IRR. The rollout was indeed part of Carta’s 
longer term vision of a complete ecosystem around their capital ledger, but Carta wasn’t ready for this 
product getting ripped out of their hands as we discussed above in “Can you elaborate on what 
evidence of a Network Effect looks like for Carta?" 
 
Discussed at length above, Carta is making a concerted effort into transforming how liquidity happens 
in private markets through CartaX, but Carta has more natural adjacencies in financial products (e.g. 
credit lines and financial reporting.) These new lines will bootstrap off of, and, should they succeed, 
feed the central asset registry and network in a virtuous cycle. 
 
What are some examples of other atomic units of value? Do N-of-1 companies always rise 
from network effects? 
 
While network effects are incredibly powerful characteristics that can give rise to N-of-1 companies, 
especially at scale, this is not exclusively the case. We’ll briefly discuss a few examples of other atomic 
units of value. For this we provide many examples of historical companies, partially to appreciate the 
rarity of N-of-1 outcomes, but also to appreciate the role these companies have played throughout 
history transforming the world as we know it today. 
 

1. Dutch East India Company 
Founded: 1602 
Atomic unit: trade 
N-of-1 characteristic: supply chain and government lobbies 

The Dutch East India company was a monopoly that provided stable trade routes for both 
import and export across the world, but mainly to and from East and Southeast Asia. They 
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were granted privileges by the Dutch government to begin wars, prosecute convicts, negotiate 
treaties, build forts among other semi-governmental powers. To get a sense of some of the 
innovation and success of the company, the Dutch East India Company became the first 
company to offer shares of stock. Their dividend averaged a staggering 18% over the course of 
the Company's 200-year existence. 

 
2. Standard Oil 

Founded: 1870 
Atomic unit: energy 
N-of-1 characteristic: economy of scale and vertical integration 

Standard Oil was an American oil producing, transporting, refining, marketing company. 
Starting with a focus on refining oil, Standard achieved scale by horizontally integrating rivals. 
Standard next moved to vertically integrate distribution and consumer sales. Simultaneously, 
the business expanded internationally, becoming one of the world’s early multinational 
corporations. Standard was able to dominate its market through a combination of being a 
first/early mover, aggressive (anti-competitive) pricing, efficiency and extremely high startup 
costs for those that followed.  

 
3. Bell Telephone Company 

Founded: 1877 
Atomic unit: electric circuit 
N-of-1 characteristic: network effects 

Bell Telephone (later AT&T) was the first company to monetize the IP developed by Alexander 
Graham Bell. The company succeeded in building a private network of ‘Long Lines’ between 
New York and other cities, allowing people to talk with distant colleagues, friends and 
relatives for the first time. As it grew, it created a system of closed switches and exchanges, 
ensuring any competitor would have to replicate the entire network infrastructure. AT&T 
dominated telephony in the US for the better part of a century. It was helped on this journey 
by network effects, a first mover advantage, proprietary technology and the massive costs 
required by a follower building an alternative system. 
 

4. Ford Motor Company 
Founded: 1903 
Atomic unit: industrial manufacturing 
N-of-1 characteristic: economy of scale 

Ford Motor Company is an American automobile manufacturer famous for introducing 
scientific management, limited SKUs and interchangeable parts to car manufacturing. Ford 
was not the inventor of any of these elements, but he was the first to combine them in an 
assembly line. The assembly line’s incredible efficiency allowed the company to sell a vehicle 
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that was inexpensive enough for the mass market. Benefits of scale and competitive pricing 
soon allowed Ford to dominate US automobile sales. 

5. Airbnb 
Founded: 2008 
Atomic unit: trust 
N-of-1 characteristic: network effects 

AirBnB started as a website with postings for short-term rentals, allowing people to monetize 
partially used or empty spaces. Airbnb succeeded in uniting these potential short-term 
landlords and renters in one location, a difficult problem for which Craigslist etc. were only 
partial solutions. AirBnB’s novel features: user reviews, well manicured and consistent photos, 
search, etc. sufficiently decreased renter hurdles and made it a user favorite. This network 
effect resulted in a virtuous cycle as landlords flocked to the site, driving growth from users 
attracted to new options, driving further landlord interest, etc. The result is the creation of a 
highly liquid short-term rental market that delights users all over the globe. 

Are atomic units always in big markets? 
 
In short, yes. This is part of the distinction of what an atomic unit is. Though there are countless 
“resources” out there, they can each be independent and each can serve as the building blocks for 
some amount of value to the world. For example, an illustrator’s atomic unit might be a particular 
type of artistic creativity, and they might capture it through a small business that creates ad copies. 
But to us as Venture Investors or to the world at-large seeking change, we focus the framework on 
once-a-generation resources, initially hiding in the shadows that when cultivated by insightful and 
visionary entrepreneurs bring about massive change. This helps us focus our frameworks and thinking 
on the types of opportunities and markets that will matter the most. In this lens, we view atomic units 
as being the rare versions of raw resources that have the potential to power large markets. 
 
What is Carta’s edge in private markets liquidity? 
 
Liquidity in private markets is a blue ocean in our eyes, with no dominant player or solution yet 
emerging like how public exchanges emerged in the 1600-1700’s to initiate the first wave of equity 
liquidity. There is a shadow market transacting secondaries within the limitations of word of mouth. 
Also, a few early players are attempting to change this, but a closer look reveals that the opportunity is 
currently unclaimed.  
 
One reason is that we believe the winner needs to be “issuer-centric” (the issuer of the stock to be 
transacted). Other products struggled because they did not give founders and existing investors the 
level of visibility and control that they view as essential for their governance and business goals. If the 
process doesn’t sing for the issuer and its board, where large fractions of equity are held, those who 
wish to transact remain on the sidelines and liquidity opportunities get killed. From that perspective, 
it could be that an issuer-centric approach would never capture the market. Carta is the only 
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participant taking this approach who owns the necessary infrastructure and has a massive head 
start regarding that infrastructure. 
 
Today, the primary forms of liquidity for private markets is either through IPO or Acquisition -- only 
then is equity value transformed into cash. There is also a small secondary ecosystem that also 
transacts during primary events or in between rounds. These are the status quo, and as discussed 
above present a massive opportunity to the first body that can facilitate enough liquidity to allow for 
efficient secondary transactions in private markets.  
 
There are and have been a few others that have attempted or are attempting to tackle this. One of the 
earliest was SecondMarket (now Nasdaq Private Markets), which was founded in 2004 and acquired in 
2015 in a joint venture between Nasdaq and SharesPost (another player in the space). Nasdaq Private 
Markets still operates today facilitating secondary liquidity, stock repurchases, RSU liquidity and other 
liquidity services, but in relatively low volumes.  
 
Other players are EquityZen and Forge. EquityZen provides a marketplace for private company 
stockholders, like startup employees, to sell shares to buyers on the platform. Forge (formerly 
Equidate) is similar. Many of the options financing players are now framing the options financing 
products as a secondary product / way to get into the private markets as well. These circumvent the 
original issuer, compounding transaction and holding complexity over time. That is, instead of 
transacting shares, they issue work-arounds to provide a similar net effect. Some of these 
work-arounds layer on additional risk by leveraging insurance products to protect the buyer since 
they’re not actually delivered the shares until a liquidity event, which could be years away. In the 
meantime, the seller could still sell the shares, or might have never had them to begin with. Or, 
liquidity never comes and both parties are left hanging. It’s in ways like this that work-arounds and 
delayed settlement of the underlying assets build in additional risks. 
 
Zanbato has another approach with a brokered model, though it is still not centered on the issuer but 
can transact in secondaries with reduced work-arounds. In this case, buyers and sellers access 
opportunities through brokers on the platform, where neither the broker nor Zanbato have direct 
relationships with the issuer. In general, the issuer hasn’t given permission for such a transaction, nor 
has it in general been closely involved in disclosures or information sharing to facilitate price 
discovery.  
 
Aside from the important fact that issuer-centricity is important for price discovery and liquidity, the 
early entrants above lack the infrastructure key to creating products that solve problems facing 
private market shareholders today. Such infrastructure is also key to doing so at acceptable prices. 
They are also top-down, yet to facilitate company-initiated liquidity events: it’s push, not pull. They 
understand the market opportunity but might be taking a shortcut instead of paving or inventing the 
private market infrastructure needed to effectively facilitate liquidity. 
 
The only way to rebuild Capital Markets is from the ground up, and Carta simply gets this. Carta has 
spent years building the vertically integrated financial infrastructure necessary to facilitate liquidity 
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that many others lag on. Carta’s foresight to become the first SEC-licensed electronic transfer agent in 
the private markets (before anyone was even paying attention) gave them over a half-decade head 
start on the infrastructure needed to facilitate liquidity: Carta is the registry of asset ownership, a 
depository institution, offers lines of credit, and, most importantly, has aggregated more early-stage 
capitalization than any competitor by multiple orders of magnitude. They offer much of what is 
needed to complete a secondary transaction in a single package and can facilitate transactions that 
don’t balloon in complexity. Most importantly, Carta is issuer-centric, they can give issuers the 
transparency needed to bring them on board with any transaction, they control the mouth of the river 
as a channel to express liquidity and are positioned to catch a bottoms-up push for it.   
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Legal Disclaimers 
 
This presentation is strictly confidential and is provided exclusively for use by the person to whom Tribe Capital 
Management, LLC (“Tribe”) has delivered it, and it is not intended for public use or distribution.  Further, this presentation is 
not an offer to sell, or a solicitation of an offer to buy any investment product or services offered by Tribe.  Tribe will only 
conduct such offers or solicitations, if at all, at the time it provides qualified participants with definitive documentation 
(which will include disclosures relating to investment objective, policies, risk factors, fees, tax implications and relevant 
qualifications), and only in those jurisdictions where permitted by law.  No Tribe investment products or services will be 
offered or sold in any jurisdiction in which the offer, solicitation or sale would be unlawful until the requirements of the laws 
of the applicable jurisdiction have been satisfied.  The information contained in this presentation should not be considered a 
recommendation to purchase or sell any particular security, and it should not be assumed that the securities identified in 
this presentation, or otherwise related to the information contained in this presentation, have been or will be profitable.  You 
should verify all claims and conduct your own due diligence prior to making any investments.  The information contained in 
this presentation is being provided to generally illustrate Tribe’s research methodologies, and is not a recommendation to 
purchase or sell any particular security.  Recipients should not assume that securities identified in this presentation, or 
otherwise related to the information in this presentation, are, have been or will be, investments held by accounts managed 
by Tribe or that investments in any such securities have been or will be profitable.  Descriptions of certain portfolio 
investments are provided to illustrate the investment strategies of Tribe as they have been applied, and to illustrate the 
types of investments that may be made by employing the investment strategies detailed in this presentation. There can be 
no assurance that any investments will be of similar quality to the investments described in this letter.  benothing in this 
presentation is intended to be, and should not be relied on in any manner as, legal, tax, regulatory investment advice.  In 
addition, these descriptions are not intended to be comprehensive.  Except as otherwise indicated, the analysis contained in 
this presentation is solely the opinion of Tribe and is subject to change without notice.  Any projections, market outlooks and 
estimates included herein are forward looking statements and are based upon certain assumptions, including but not 
limited to the prior experience of Tribe and other factors it deems relevant such as current and expected market conditions. 
All statements, other than statements of historical facts, that address activities and events that will, should, could or may 
occur in the future are forward-looking statements. Words such as “may,” “could,” “should,” “would,” "will," “expect,” 
“plan,” “anticipate,” “intend,” “forecast,” “believe,” “estimate,” “predict,” “propose,” “potential,” “continue,” or the 
negative of these terms and similar expressions are intended to identify such forward-looking statements.  Other events 
which were not taken into account may occur and may significantly affect any projections.  Although Tribe believes that the 
expectations expressed in this presentation are accurate and reasonable, actual results could differ materially from those 
projected or assumed and such projections are subject to change, and are subject to inherent risks and uncertainties. 
Neither Tribe nor its affiliates guarantees the accuracy or completeness of the information contained herein and third parties 
have provided certain data used in the calculation of some estimates and projections.  Any information provided by third 
parties has not been independently verified by Tribe.  Accordingly, neither Tribe nor any of its affiliates, or employees will be 
liable to you or anyone else for any loss or damage from the use of the information contained in this presentation. 
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